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eyesite   Adjustments and Cables® ™

On Board Tool

1
1

Remove column cap from top of column (1a). 
Remove the supplied Allen wrench (1b).                                                                          

1a

1b

COLUMN CAP

SUPPLIED ALLEN
WRENCH (5/32")

The focal adjustment handle may need to be moved upward now that 
your momitor is installed. Locate the adjustment screw on the monitor 
mount bracket assembly and adjust feather touch tilt to easily move but 
stay in postition throughout its tilt range. Tilt monitor back 90 degrees.

1

Side View

NOTE:              Range is +10 degrees and
-90 degrees, allowing access to
cable connection points. 

1a

FOCAL 
ADJUSTMENT

HANDLE

MONITOR MOUNT
RAIL ASSEMBLY

SUPPLIED
ALLEN WRENCH

ADJUSTMENT
SCREW

The focal adjustment handle may need to be moved
downward depending on your monitos size. Locate
the two (2) adjustment screws located on the focal
   adjustment handle and loosen (1a). Pull focal
      adjustment handle downward to temporarily move
              the bracket out of the way (1b).

Handle Height Adjustment

Feather Touch Tilt Adjustment

1a

Tilt the monitor back to -90° to allow access 
to the screws to retighten after finding the 
portion that leaves the handle close to the 
monitor without interference.

ADJUSTMENT
SCREW
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Monitor Height Adjustment

1

13b

Side View

13a
OR

13a

SUPPLIED ALLEN
WRENCH ADJUSTMENT

NUT

COLUMN

1b1a

1a

NOTE: 
             To accomodate the 50th percentile seated 
male and female at the time of installation, adjust the 
height so the screens are 46 - 50” above the floor. 

To adust the height of the monitor, locate 
the adjustment nut located on the bottom
of the column. Using the supplied Allen 
wrench of by using a 5/32” hex bit, turn
the adjustment nut right or left (1a) to 
make the monitor go up or down (1b).

Bar Pivot Friction Adjustment

1 Adjust screws at bottom pivot joints with 
the provided wrench.  Friction should be 
low enough to allow smooth operation, but 
also provide enough motion resistance to 
prevent undesired movement.

Single BarDual Bar

SUPPLIED
ALLEN WRENCH

SUPPLIED
ALLEN WRENCH
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Cable Routing

1       With monitor tilted back 90 degrees, install all necessary cables into monitor.
Once all cables are attached to monitor, tilt monitor back to original position.

2       Route monitor cables as shown by placing them into the wire managers
located on the bottom of the arms (2a).

On Bar-over-Bar applications, cable managers for the column are provided (2b).

161

WIRE MANAGER

WIRE 
MANAGER

MONITOR
CABLES

2a

2b


